RIFFLES AND POOLS

JUNE 2022 NEWSLETTER
Still, no one volunteered yet to help with theSalida Kids Fishing Derby. Are
we really going to drop this event? It's one of the most popular summer things
for the local families... The event is nearly on auto-pilot, please consider
helping out! Read below for more information.

CALENDAR
June 6: FlyGals casting clinic. Click here for more info.
June 8, 6pm: Board of Directors meeting. held over Zoom.Click here to join.
June 30 thru July 13th: Conejos camping trip, details below.
We are planning to host a picnic later in the summer -- details will be
forthcoming.
All our Zoom meeting links are also available in the "Calendar" section on our
web site. Also available from the "Events" section on our home page there.

MAY MEETING: PERRY EDWARDS
Our May meeting featured a presentation by Perry Edwards, the new USFS
ranger for our district. Click below to watch the recording.

$$$$$$$$$$ MONEY IN THE BANK! $$$$$$$$$$
The on-line fundraising auction that ran in April brought in $765 in proceeds.
CPC thanks the Anonymous Donor and all the Buyers for their generous bids.
Quite a bit of Tenkara fishing and fly tying equipment changed hands just in
time for the season.
Miss the auction and still in the market for some fly tying and Tenkara
supplies? Contact Tom Palka at editor@collegiatePeaksTU.org for a second
chance on available items.

YOUTH EDUCATION UPDATES: MAY
By Keith Krebs, from our website
The final month of school in our valley is May and CPC-TU Youth Education
programs came rapid-fire in the last half of the month. Three very successful
collaborative events were completed by our volunteers.
SALIDA THIRD GRADE FIELD TRIP
CPC-TU members Gene Milus, Jerry Wright and Keith Krebs joined GARNA
and CPW in assisting a large group of third grade youngsters at O’Haver Lake
first thing in the morning on Thursday, May 12th. The fishing station was
located at the pier. Sean Shepard and Tyler Kersey from CPW met us and
brought a truck-load of spin-casting reels and rods in sufficient number to
provide a rod for each student to use. The five adults rigged the rods just prior
to the arrival of the first rotation. “Lures” were Powerbait eggs. There were four
rotations over a five-hour period of about two dozen students each. A total of
94 students participated. Casting was successful for most fishers after a short
lesson.
Prior to fishing, Tyler gave a posterboard illustrated fish and conservation
presentation to each rotation. There were three other stations including fish
dissecting demonstrations.
Bright sunshine and bluebird skies accompanied us most of the day but so too,
the blustery to gusty winds. Needless to say, the volunteers spent significant
time untangling line. The fishing was enjoyed by everyone. The catching was
disappointing.
BUENA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL FISHING DAY

Ms. Lea Ann Johnson’s literature class for juniors and seniors read and
discussed A River Runs Through It as the last assignment for the year. For the
good work they were rewarded with several hours of fishing activities on
Wednesday, May 12th at Wrights Lake.
The event started with Kevin Madler, CPW District Manager who reviewed
fishing regulations and wildland behavior for the teenagers present. Mr. Madler
negotiated an agreement to allow all the students to fish the lake without
purchasing a license – a one-day only deal. Mr. John Woolmington, the
previous land owner announced that the sales deal for Wrights Lake and the
adjacent wetlands closed a few days prior. This little gem is now owned and
managed by CPW and will be conserved as public land in perpetuity. CPC-TU
sent a letter of support for the acquisition of this property in May, 2020 with
little optimism for success. Hooray! for John.
[...]
Click here to continue reading... (BV 6th grade and more photos!)

NEWS: ZEPHYR MINING WITHDRAWS
APPLICATION!
The mining permit application was withdrawn by Zephyr. To quote from their
letter:
On behalf of Zephyr Gold USA Ltd. (Zephyr), I am submitting this formal
request to withdraw the above referenced mine permit application. Please

discontinue the application review process effective today.
Zephyr intends to resubmit the application upon completion of the required
baseline water quality study and upon addressing the remaining inadequacies
identified by the Division in the Second Adequacy Review letter. It is Zephyr’s
expectation to resubmit in mid to late 2023.
And to quote Michael Gromowski of the Arkansas Valley Conservation
Coalition: "Hooray! Celebrate today because all victories are temporary!"

UPDATES FROM TRCP
By Liz Rose, from the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership
This winter and spring have been busy for TRCP, and we don't expect things to
slow down anytime soon. Here are some of the most pertinent highlights for
Colorado hunters and anglers.
At the federal level, President Biden signed the MAPLand Act into law on April
29th. This was a bipartisan success, and this new law will make digital
scouting and compliance with public land management rules easier for all!
Read more on the TRCP blog here.
On May 11, the Colorado state legislative session wrapped up after achieving
some big wins for wildlife management and conservation. The TRCP
coordinated closely with a newly formed alliance of wildlife conservationfocused organizations and individuals called the Colorado Wildlife
Conservation Project to evaluate proposed legislation and coordinate action.
Some highlights of the legislative session for the TRCP and our members
include:
* 'Public School Hunter Education' (House Bill 2022 - 1168) passed,
allowing local public schools to provide hunter education courses to
students with their guardian's permission. The courses will be entirely
elective, and they must be taught by certified hunter education instructors
and satisfy the requirements of hunter education by Colorado Parks and
Wildlife. Governor Polis signed this bill into law on Sportspersons' Day at
the Capitol with TRCP staff in attendance.
* 'Prohibit Hunting Bobcat, Lynx, and Mountain Lion' (Senate Bill
2022 - 31) did not pass. Thanks to fervent public opposition to this bill,
hunting and trapping in Colorado will continue to be regulated by the
Colorado Parks and Wildlife Commission based on data and
recommendations provided to them by professional biologists and
agency staff. Thank you to those of you who reached out to legislators in
opposition to this bill!
* 'Safe crossings for Colorado Wildlife and Motorists' (Senate Bill
2022 - 151) passed, which will create a $5 million fund to be used by
Colorado Department of Transportation to pay for wildlife-friendly
overpasses, underpasses, fencing, and related projects in high-collision
zones in Colorado. This fund will also help Colorado compete for federal
grant funding under the new Wildlife Crossing Pilot Program
established by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021, which

will provide $350 million to states, municipalities, and tribes over the next
five years. Thank you so much to those of you who contacted legislators
in support of this bill!
* 'Habitat Partnership Program' (House Bill 2022 - 1072) passed,
reauthorizing the successful private land conservation program that
facilitates cooperation and co-investment between Colorado Parks and
Wildlife, private land managers, public land management agencies, and
sportspersons to sustain Colorado's big game ungulate populations.
Additionally, the legislature approved an increase in staff capacity for Colorado
Parks and Wildlife per the Department of Natural Resource's state budget
requests. As more residents and visitors recreate outdoors and take up hunting
and fishing, we need more agency staff to meet the demand and ensure
responsible management of public land, wildlife, and facilities.
All of us at TRCP continue to work hard on our mission to guarantee all
Americans quality places to hunt and fish in Colorado and across the country.
We thank you for supporting our work and for sharing your love of the
outdoors, hunting, fishing, wildlife, and wild places with others.
If you'd like to get involved or have questions about TRCP's work, please reach
out to Liz Rose at lrose@trcp.org.

FLYGALS MEET FOR A BUG CLINIC
By Linda Schuckert, CPC-TU member
Collegiate Peaks Chapter of Trout Unlimited (CPC-TU) is the oldest non-profit
conservation organization in the upper Arkansas River valley. CPC-TU
sponsors FlyGals, a group of women who either want to learn to fly fish, want

to improve their skills with fly fishing, or just want to fly fish with other women.
CPC-TU has been offering fly fishing activities for women since 2002.
Ten FlyGals met with Ken Iwamasa the first week in May for a fun, informative,
and hands-on Bug Clinic on the Arkansas River. Ken, an expert fly fisherman
and fly tier, led a discussion on the life cycle of the macroinvertebrate insects
that we normally see on the river this time of year. In order to collect samples
of these insects, Ken showed us how to seine in the river, using a special
seine net to collect the bugs so we could see them up close. We learned to
identify specific insects and their stage of development. Based on the
abundant smiles and excitement, all of us were fascinated and in awe of the
many life forms in our river. The attending FlyGals look forward to applying
what we learned at the bug clinic. This knowledge will help us make better
choices for which fly or flies to tie on our line on any particular day, time and
place to help us catch that elusive fish!
The group coined the name FlyGals in 2009. In addition to the Bug Clinic, our
FlyGals group is holding several events in 2022 following less activity in 2020
and 2021 due to the pandemic. In 2022 we are offering a beginner fly tying
clinic, an evening tour of a local fly fishing shop (after visiting a local brewery),
two different fly-casting clinics, fishing at private ponds followed by a potluck
luncheon, and a multi-day camping trip to O’Haver Lake. Through these
events, FlyGals not only learn about fly fishing and water quality, they learn to
appreciate the need to protect our cold water fisheries. They also learn skills to
enhance their outdoor fishing experiences and enjoy meeting other women
interested in fly fishing. Many events are free and some have minimal fees to
cover expenses. To learn more about FlyGals and their events, contact cochairs Barbara Plake (719-221-5196) or Linda Schuckert (719-221-4044).
For more information about Collegiate Peaks Chapter including our events and
projects visit our website at www.collegiatepeaksTU.org.

RIVER SPEAK
June
RUNOFF
Purpose of Use
Confluent of mass can and will absorb
everything and everyone in it's path,
immune to spoken wrath.
Not the time for artificial intelligence
and no need for a high water bath.
Manage runoff to your advantage.
Purposely play with ideas; uncommon large
flies crashing through murky commotion,
nodding to notion your heavy lined reel
(use the feel) may just get tight and steal
the unseen find.
TEMPEST TEA
Nothing much to see
June gradient settles down the flow running
toward tan and brown perfectly disguises your
bevy of flies fitting into a blue collar lunch box day,
easy disposition without flashy play. We, you, me, they,

don't always know what we're going to get when
fishing wet with drought and cold on heat.
No reasoning required, think the anomaly:
Irregularity with integrity!
RIPPLE EFFECT
High water bankside daydreamers are good at
making the dream reality. Call them "magical coincidences;"
Right place - right time - right fly. Good fortune of influences.
If you choose to share 'hands on' remain anonymous.
You Won!
Runoff is a campaign.
MH
Investigate your shadow.

CONEJOS CAMPING TRIP
We have a small group heading to the Conejos River & Elk Creek and camping
at the Elk Creek Campground. The dates are from June 30 thru July 13th.
Campgrounds fill up early, so if you are interested you should go online and
make your reservations ASAP. There are other state campgrounds and RV
Resort campgrounds along the river, as well. You can always book close
elsewhere and meet up for evening happy hours and compare fishing tales, or
make plans to join people the next day! Some people are just going for a few
nights and others for the entire time. Contact Rick Helmick at
rhelmick6@gmail.com for more info.

DOUGLAS COUNTY DECIDES AGAINST PIPING SLV
WATER ACROSS CHAFFEE COUNTY
By Joe Stone, from Heart of the Rockies Radio
Douglas County Commissioners decided Tuesday not to continue pursuing, at
this time, the controversial Renewable Water Resources proposal to pipe
groundwater from the northern San Luis Valley across Chaffee County for
delivery to the Front Range.
A statement released by Douglas County cites “objective legal
recommendations from outside counsel” as the basis for the decision, including
a determination that the RWR proposal “is not eligible for American Rescue
Plan Act funds under current federal regulations.”
The Douglas County statement also notes, “RWR has significant additional
hurdles to overcome … . That said, Douglas County welcomes ongoing
discussions with RWR, should they be able to provide new information or
otherwise overcome these hurdles.”
Eyeing Douglas County’s federal ARPA monies, RWR had initially asked the
county for $20 million to initiate the project. That initial ask was reduced to $10
million but still hinged on use of ARPA funding.
The legal memo, written by attorneys Stephen Leonhardt and April Hendricks
with law firm Burns, Figa and Will, concludes, “We cannot recommend
acceptance of RWR’s proposal at this time. There are several enormous
hurdles to the completion of this project.”
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

IS THE SALIDA KIDS FISHING DERBY OVER?
Ann and Henry Klaiman and Carole Perry have organized the Salida Kids'
Fishing Derby for many years. They decided that the 2022 Salida July 4 Derby
will be the last one they coordinate. The chapter needs a couple of people to
work with them on the 2022 derby with the intent that they take over the Salida
Derby after 2022. For more information, please contact Ann and Henry
Klaiman at aeklaiman@aol.com.
After so many years, it would be a shame to abandon this community
event because we don't have a committee or chair to organize it
(everything is lined out by Klaimans so you just have to follow their
steps).

COLORADO RIVER CONNECTIVITY CHANNEL GETS
GO-AHEAD AFTER ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

By Tracy Ross, from Sky-Hi News
Ten years after plans for a diversion route for the Colorado River around Windy
Gap Reservoir outside of Granby was finalized, the project is a go.
A consortium of state and commercial water entities announced on Monday
that in late June or early July, construction crews will begin excavating dirt from
land adjacent to U.S. Highway 40, to fill in part of the existing reservoir and
dredge a new path for the Colorado River to flow around it.
This comes after The Natural Resources Conservation Service released a
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) drawn from its Environmental
Assessment of the Colorado River Connectivity Channel. The decision paves
the way for the construction, which will wrap up in 2023 and provide a new,
mile-long public fishing access to the Colorado, said Kirk Klancke, president of
the Colorado River Headwaters Chapter of Trout Unlimited.
Trout Unlimited is joined by The Natural Resources Conservation Service, the
Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District Municipal Subdistrict, Grand
County and the Upper Colorado River Alliance in creating the project.
Klancke told the Sky-Hi News that the project is a long time coming for the
health of the Colorado, which has suffered since Windy Gap was constructed
in the 1980s. It currently blocks fish and sediment passage upstream and
downstream of the dam. It also holds water in a shallow reservoir, sometimes
elevating stream temperatures downstream of the dam when water is
released. And on windy days, soils from around the reservoir get stirred in the
water and fill the river below the dam with sediments.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

FISHING QUOTE
I like to look at fishermen
And oftentimes I wish
One would be lucky now and then
And catch a little fish.
I watch them statuesquely stand,
And at the water look;
But if they pull their float to land
It's just to bait a hook.
I ponder the psychology
That roots them in their place;
And wonder at the calm I see
In every angler's face.
There is such patience in their eyes,
Beside the river's brink;
And waiting for a bite or rise
I do not think they think.

Or else they are just gentle men,
Who love - they know not why,
Green grace of trees or water when
It wimples to the sky...
Sweet simple souls! As vain I watch
My heart to you is kind:
Most precious prize of all you catch,
- Just Peace of Mind.
by Robert Service

COLORADO SCHOOL CHILDREN RAISED TROUT.
THE STATE HAD TO KILL A LOT OF THE "POOR
BUGGERS" FOR TESTING
By Kevin Simpson, from The Colorado Sun
The countdown began with 19 first graders plopped on their bellies, gazing off
the edge of a small pier into the dark waters of Berkeley Lake in northwest
Denver. Sporting waders and standing knee-deep in the shallows, teacher
Michelle Morton passed before them holding a plastic container.
Inside, a tank-raised fingerling rainbow trout shimmered in the midday sun,
about to embark on its return to a natural environment. "Three … two … one
…" the kids chanted, as Morton and a student helper dipped the container into
the lake. A cheer rose as the tiny fish wriggled into its new habitat.
In a sense, the countdown began last fall, when K-5 science classes at

Centennial Elementary School, just a strong fly rod cast from the lake, arrived
at Morton's room to find 200 fertilized eggs in a 55-gallon tank equipped with a
bubbler, a chiller and an automatic feeding mechanism. That signaled the start
of Trout in the Classroom, a monthslong education customized for each grade
level and replicated in schools across the state, with the help of state and local
chapters of the conservation group Trout Unlimited.
Since October, the kids have charted the trout's growth — and in some cases,
their deaths. Morton recounted "an exciting day" in January when one of the
bigger fish ate a smaller one, whose chomped tail fin dangled from the larger
fish's mouth for hours. The third graders noticed the big event, which they
found at once fascinating and disturbing.
It led to interesting conversations about animal life cycles and survival.
"I've been talking about the release for a while, and now that it's happening
today, some of the kids are really excited and some of them are sad," Morton
said. "It's really been fascinating to hear their questions about what happens
next."
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

Pictured are Chapter members, from left, Ken Walters, Jim Impara, Steve
Craig, and Bob Gray taking a break from transplanting willows on Cottonwood
Creek in the BV Wildlife Area, May 17.

Photo by chapter member Michael Harrington

FLASHBACK
Trout Unlimited brings conservation to BV
Excerpts from article by Nancy Best, from Chaffee County Times, June 2013
One project spearheaded by the chapter was the creation of the Buena Vista
Wildlife Area, located on CR 361 just off CR 306, out of what was an
inaccessible marshy meadow and a section of cottonwood Creek that was too
straight and shallow for fish to thrive in.
Local TU member Bob Gray was involved with writing, presenting a grant to
the federal program Fishing Is Fun. Many different aspects to be put in place
and coordinated.
Then, only a month was needed to construct and rebuild the section, led by TU
becoming a town effort. ACA Products donated gravel, boulders. Town trucks
hauled gravel. Info signs by graphic designer Sherry York. Two high school
students, Wes Arnold and Zeke Farber made a handicapped guardrail for
wheelchair access.
Dept. of Corrections heavy equipment led by Tom Foreman and Tom Bowmen
provided machines and labor. Rod van Velson from CPW mapped out a new
stream, designing where rocks should be placed in order to direct water flow,
create holding pools, undercut banks, speed up or slow down the creek,
stabilize banks, all in order to make an inviting home for brown trout. Other
business and many volunteers led to the rewards of having a trout stream
close to town, a trail with interpretive signing.
Brown trout have migrated to the specifically designed area, increasing in size
and number, making the space a naturally reproducing trout fishery.

COLORADO'S FLY-FISHING INDUSTRY FACES THE
GROWING THREAT OF CLIMATE CHANGE
By Nicholas Hunt, from 5280 Denver's Mile High Magazine
Like so many transplants, Hutch Hutchinson fell hard for Colorado. It was
autumn 1986, and the New Hampshire native had just wrapped up his second
summer as a fly-fishing guide in Alaska when he made the cross-country drive
from New England to Aspen. His brother had recently moved there, and the
then 24-year-old Hutchinson was simply planning to visit for a few days.
Instead, he called his mom and asked her to ship his stuff west.
A lot has changed since then. Hutchinson started a family, made the transition
from guiding to being a travel specialist for Vermont-based fishing giant Orvis,
and in 2015 co-founded the Roaring Fork Fishing Guide Alliance, a
professional organization dedicated to the conservation of the region's
fisheries. The Roaring Fork Valley has changed, too. Pitkin County's population
has grown by more than 60 percent since 1986, development has increased
dramatically, and right around the time the alliance got off the ground,
Hutchinson began to notice ominous shifts in his home rivers.
Two of the most noticeable were that water levels were dropping lower and
lower and temperatures were climbing higher and higher during the peak
summer season. Both conditions can prove deadly to trout, but well before that
happens, good sportsmanship demands anglers hang up their rods: While trout
can survive water temperatures in the high 70s, at least for a few days, they
often can't endure being hooked and released when those temperatures creep
above 67 degrees. "As water gets warmer, it holds less dissolved oxygen,"
says Tom Rosenbauer, a fly-fishing educator and Orvis' chief enthusiast (which
is, apparently, a real job title). "So when you go and jerk trout around on the
end of a line, you are stressing them further. They can literally suffocate."

[...]
Click here to continue reading...

FLY FISHING THROUGH A WESTERN DROUGHT
By Chris Hunt, from Hatch Magazine
We’ve all watched and read about the record low water levels for iconic
western reservoirs like Lake Powell and Lake Mead on the Colorado River, but
the ongoing drought isn’t unique to the American Southwest. From New
Mexico to southwest Montana and west across the Rockies to the SierraNevada of California, some of America’s most-storied trout waters are in real
trouble.
Southern Colorado, home to rivers ranging from the Arkansas and the
Gunnison to the Animas and the Rio Grande, is experiencing another year of
mega-drought snowpack — as of this writing, the snow-to-water equivalent in
these drainages — according to the Natural Resources Conservation Service
— ranges from about 65 percent of normal in the Gunnison basin to only 16
percent of normal in the upper Rio Grande.
Heading north, things get a little better, but not much, according to NRCS data.
In Wyoming, snow-to-water equivalent ranges from a low of 69 percent of
normal in the lower Green River drainage to a high of 111 percent of normal in
the Tongue River basin in the north-central region of the state. Iconic
drainages like the Yellowstone and the Madison-Gallatin that get their genesis
inside Yellowstone National Park sit at 94 and 79 percent of normal,
respectively. The headwaters of the Snake River presently enjoy a snow-towater ratio of 90 percent of normal.
In southwest Montana, home to fabled trout fisheries like the Yellowstone, the
Madison and the Beaverhead, the snow-to-water equivalent sits between 9095 percent of normal. The northern quarter of the state looks much better, with
percentages well above 100 percent of normal.

In neighboring Idaho, the pattern continues. The northern tier of the state,
including the panhandle region, is enjoying the fruits of a solid winter, with
snow-to-water equivalents ranging from a low of 105 percent of normal in the
far north of 182 percent of normal in the Weiser River basin on the state’s
western border with Oregon.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

3 TIPS TO TRY WHEN TROUT REFUSE YOUR DRY
By Allen with The Catch and The Hatch in association with MidCurrent
You finally made it out on the river for some fishing. You are even more
blessed to find yourself in the middle of a great hatch and rising trout. Using
your fly fishing entomology skills you learned from our course, you have
identified that they are small olive mayflies, likely blue wing olives. The
problem is, you've tried all your flies that imitate that insect and you still can't
get them to eat.
This can be a frustrating reality of fly fishing that even the most experienced
anglers have to address. Even with matching the hatch correctly, you can be
left fish-less and frustrated. We're going to share 3 easy tips that you can do
right on the river to improve your chances of catching fish when they refuse
your dry fly.

Go a Size Smaller, MAYBE EVEN TWO SIZES SMALLER…
Often times in a situation like above where you can't get them to eat, they are
spooked by the hook on the fly or the fly is just too big. Going one or even two
sizes smaller will help the trout be more comfortable with your fly. Trout are
cautious but they are always more comfortable eating something smaller than
bigger so when in doubt, go down a size or two on the exact same pattern.
If you struggle to see it in two sizes smaller, just fish the bigger pattern up front
and tie a smaller pattern behind it 18-36 inches off the bend of the hook. I
almost always fish two dry flies and if you're confident the fish are eating that
insect, then two different sizes of the same fly is a great way to cover your
bases
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor. Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.org. Editor's
deadline is the 23rd of the month.
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